By a theorem of F. Leja any regular Nörlund method (N, p) sums a given power series / at most at countably many points outside its disc of convergence. This result was recently extended to a class of non-regular Nörlund methods by K. Stadtmüller. In this paper we obtain a more detailed picture showing how possible points of summability and the value of summation depend on p and /.
Introduction
Let p -(p")n=o,\,... be a sequence of complex numbers such that P" := YH=oPv ^ 0 f°r all » G N0. This sequence generates a Nörlund method (N, p), where the transformation matrix A -(a«¡,)«,"=<), i,... is given by anv = pJ^-if 0<v<n, a"" = 0 if v>n (n G N0). where the first equality represents the so-called sequence-sequence form and the second the series-sequence form. For Nörlund methods both transforms are equivalent. If o"(zq) -> o(zq) (n -► oo), we say that the power series / is (N, p)-summable at z0 and write (N, pYY^^o^Zq = o(zq) ; compact (= locally uniform) summability in a domain in C is defined accordingly.
It was shown by F. Leja [5] that a regular Nörlund method (N, p) sums any given power series (1) with R > 0 at most at countably many points outside the disc of convergence, and these points can only accumulate on \z\ -R. This result was recently generalized for non-regular Nörlund methods by the second author [6] . In this paper we will deal with the problem of how these points of (N, /7)-summability can be characterized and whether it is possible to prescribe summability points. Also, it was pointed out in [2] that the original proofs of Leja's and Stadtmiiller's theorem contain a gap. As a by-product of our results we obtain a new and short proof of that theorem that eliminates the gap. have a strong influence on the behaviour of the method as is apparent, e.g., in [6] . We first note the following result; its simple proof is omitted. converges compactly in a neighbourhood of 0, then (P"-X ax/P") and consequently (P"-X/P") converges, leading to a contradiction on account of Lemma 2.1.
Thus, in this paper we will only consider Nörlund methods (N, p) with the property that (p"/P") is convergent.
If (N, p) is a regular method, hence lim"_00/7"/P" = 0 , and / is any power series (1) with R > 0, then / is compactly (N, /?)-summable in \z\ < R to the limit function /. If lim"_00/7"//," = a is arbitrary, we have: Theorem A. Let (N, p) be a Nörlund method and a e C. Then the following two statements are equivalent: Dr, (i) lim §L = a ; n->oo fn (ii) // / is a power series (1) with R > 0, then f is compactly (N, p)-summable in \z\ < R/\l -a\ to the limit function f((l -a)z) .
For a proof see [6, Theorem 5] . There the limit function a was given as
for small values of z . By uniform convergence we obtain
Since / is analytic in \z\ < R, f((l -a)z) is analytic for \z\ < R/\l -a\, and by the identity theorem for holomorphic functions we get that a(z) -f((l-a)z) in |z|<7?/|l-a|.
In the case of a = 0 the theorem was obtained by Agnew [1, Theorem 5] for the equivalent series-sequence transform.
In Thus from now on we may assume that lim"^00p"//'" / 1.
In our further investigations we will need the following property of summability methods that is a generalization of left-translativity. Proof. Let (s") be a sequence with (N, p)-lim"^00s" -a. Then for the (Af, p)-transforms of (s'") with s'0 -0 and s'n -s"-X (n G N) we obtain with Lemma 2.1
We note the following result for general A-left-translative methods. A short calculation shows that formally we have p(w) = (1 -w)P(w). If now lim"_00/7"//," = a, then the radius of convergence of P is 11 -a\ by Lemma 2.1, and hence p and P are holomorphic functions in \w\ < |1 -a\. Our first main result is:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3.2. Let (N, p) be a Nörlund method with lim"_00/?"/.p" = a / 1. If (N, p) sums a power series f(z) = Ylh=oakzk at a point zo^O, then: (i) / has a positive radius of convergence R, (ii) / has a meromorphic continuation into \z\ < |(1 -a)z0|, and (iii) / has a pole Ç with \Ç\ < |(1 -a)zo| only if co := Ç/z0 is a zero of P and the order of the pole Ç is not greater than the order of the zero co.
Proof. If (o") is the (N, p)-transform of Z)fcLoa<:zO' tnen °y Lemma 3.1, setting uk = akzk , we get P(w) • T.kLoak(zow)k = Y,T=opkakWk , hence
Since, by the remark preceding Lemma 3.1, P is holomorphic in \w\ < \l -e*| ; and since (o") is convergent, we see that P(w) f(zow) is holomorphic in \w\ < \l -a\. Now consider g(z) := P(zjzo) f(z). Then g is holomorphic in \z\ < |(1 -a)zo|, which implies (ii) and (iii). And (i) follows since P(0) ^ 0 . D Remark 3.3. In Theorem 3.2 it suffices to assume that the (A^, p)-transform (trn) of the power series / at z0 satisfies lim"_00|o'"|1/" < 1, as the proof shows.
We define for convenience: In the particular case of regular Nörlund methods, when a = 0, assertion (ii) was already noted by Leja [5] . It applies in particular to the Cesàro methods Ca (a > 0). See also Bouligand [3] . Theorem 3.2 also leads to a new and short proof of Leja's theorem and its generalization due to the second author. Since P is holomorphic in \w\ < |1 -a\, it has only finitely many zeros to satisfying (2) . Hence there can be only finitely many summability points z with \z\ > R/\l -a\ +£. D Remark 3.7. In fact, by Remark 3.3 we have the following stronger result: For every e > 0 there can be at most finitely many points z with \z\ > R/\l -a\ + e for which the (N, p)-transform (a") of the power series / at z satisfies limn^oolfjnl'^" < 1 . This corresponds to a recent result of Borwein and Jakimovski [2] for general summability methods.
By Theorem A we know that the (N, p)-transforms of a power series (1) are compactly convergent in \z\ < R/\l -a\ to the limit function f((l -a)z) . The next theorem tells us that if, more generally, z is a summability point with \z\ < Rm/\l -a\, then the (N, p)-sum is also /((l -a)z) . Proof. Since |(1 -q)z0| < Rm , there is a polynomial Q such that g = Qf is holomorphic in \z\ < |(1 -a)zn|.
(a) We assume that (I -a)zo is a pole of /. Then we can choose Q so that g ((I -a)zo) t¿ 0. Now, if g(z) = Yl'kLo^kzk > then Theorem A implies that (N,p)-}^bkz^=g((l-a)zo). 
Characterization of summability points
We have seen that if (N, p) is a Nörlund method with lim,,.^p"/P" = a ^ 1 and f(z) = ¿~^k=oakzk is a power series with 0 < R < Rm, then one has compact summability for \z\ < R/\l -a\ and no summability for \z\ > Rm/\l -a\. In this section we want to characterize the points z with R/\l -a| < \z\ < Rm/\l -a\ at which summability takes place.
Lemma 4.1. Let (P") be any sequence of complex numbers such that P" / 0 for almost all n and lim"_0o P"-X/P" = ß ^ 0. Let wo be a point with 0 < \w0\ < \ß\ and Y,T=o pkwo -0 ■ Define a sequence (Q") by OC . OO V QkWk = -;-V PkWk.
Then Q"¿0 for sufficiently large n, hm"^oo Q"-X/Q" = ß and lim^oo Q"/P" exists.
Proof. Since, in a neighbourhood of 0,
we have for n eN0 holds for sufficiently large n . We put fk(n) = P"+k+i w^+x/P" for these n.
Then we have lim^oo cpk(n) = Wq + x/ßk+x for /: G N0 by Lemma 2.1, and one verifies that for a fixed r, |u;o|/|j8|<r<l, there is some M > 0 such that \<Pk(n)\ < Mrk for all k , n . Hence the Weierstrass M-test implies that power series (1) at most at finitely many points in |z|>/?/|l-a|+e, hence at most at countably many points in \z\ > R/\\ -a\. Now we ask if one can prescribe summability points zo there. If we assume that |zo| ^ Rm/\l -<*\, Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 3.8 tell us that we must have |zn| < Rm/\ 1 -"| and that (1 -a)zo is no pole of /. Under the given assumption these turn out to be the only restrictions. We first need: Lemma 5. 
Regular Nörlund methods
We briefly summarize here our main results for regular Nörlund methods (N, p). In that case we have lim"^0O/?"/.P" = 0 (see Section 2).
Let f(z) = YlT=oakzk be a power series with 0 < R < Rm < oo, and let (N, p) be a regular Nörlund method. Then:
-If R -0, then (N, p) sums f at no point of \z\ > 0 (Theorem 3.2). Now assume that R > 0. Then: -(N, p) sums f compactly in \z\ <R to the limit function f (Theorem A).
-(N, p) sums f at most at finitely many points in R + e < \z\ < Rm (e > 0), hence at most at countably many points in R < \z\ < Rm (Theorem 3.6). Moreover, if \z\ < Rm , then a summation point is not a pole of f and the value of summation is f(z) (Theorem 3.8). -(N, p) cannot sum f at any point of \z\ > Rm ; if P has no zeros in \w\ < 1, then (N, p) does not sum f at any point of \z\ > R (Corollary 3.5).
Conversely:
-If S is a finite set of points z with R < \z\ < Rm that does not contain any pole of f, then there exists a regular Nörlund method (N, p) that sums f at every point of S (Theorem 5.2 and Remark 5.3).
